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Bring your life
 

Whether it’s exploring spectacular nature in the great outdoors or travelling the world 
with family and friends, we all have a passion for enjoying an active life.

 At Thule, we share your desire to spend more time enjoying our passions – which means 
less time worrying about how to bring all the stuff we need. For 75 years, we have been 
totally focused on developing smart, stylish products that are environmentally sound, 
high quality, safe, and easy to use. 

Wherever your passion takes you, whatever you´re bringing.
With Thule products, you’re free to live your active life to the full.
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6132B
Black Metallic 

6137B
Black Metallic 

6135B
Black Metallic 

6132T
Titan Matt

6137T
Titan Matt

6135T
Titan Matt

6296T
Titan Glossy

6292T
Titan Glossy

6297T
Titan Glossy

6298T
Titan Glossy 

6299T
Titan Glossy 

6295T
Titan Glossy 

6296B
Black Glossy 

6292B
Black Glossy 

6297B
Black Glossy 

6298B
Black Glossy 

6299B
Black Glossy 

6295B
Black Glossy 

6356B 
Black Aeroskin 

6351B 
Black Aeroskin 

6352B 
Black Aeroskin  

6357B 
Black Aeroskin  

6358B 
Black Aeroskin  

6355B 
Black Aeroskin  

6342T
Titan Aeroskin

6348T
Titan Aeroskin

 M  L  Alpine

185 cm 205 cm 200 cm

 Sport  M  L  XL  XXL  Alpine

175 cm 155 cm 180 cm 200 cm 215 cm 215 cm

 Sport  S  M  L

 XL  Alpine

175 cm 175 cm

195 cm 215 cm

 M  L

155 cm 180 cm

Thule Motion XTThule Vector

Thule TouringThule Force XT

 Roof Boxes
Roof Boxes - Line at-a-Glance
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Thule Vector Alpine Titan Matt

Thule Vector Alpine Black Metallic

 Thule Vector
A cargo box like no other that perfectly pairs performance styling with premium features.

Thule Vector
Roof Boxes

Designed with performance styling

Stylish, sporty and sophisticated, the Thule Vector sets a new standard for premium cargo 
boxes, with a design that adds a distinctive look to your car. Destined for good times and 
great adventures, it offers an exciting fusion of performance styling and premium features.

Thule Vector brings a powerful expression to any car, and a sense of style to your active life. 
Engineered to perfection with a smooth and seamless connection between the lid and the 
base and a characteristic forward-leaning front, Thule Vector stands out in the crowd. 

Thule Vector is a cargo box like no other. 

Premium features for a new level of user experience
Thule Vector provides an unsurpassed user experience, with several smart functions that let 
you focus on enjoying your active life.

Reinforced lid makes for a smooth, effortless dual-sided access to your gear, and the white 
interior on the lid combined with an integrated LED-light maximizes visibility when you need 
it the most. The felt-lined base protects your gear and adds a luxurious touch.

With unsurpassed attention to detail, the Thule Vector is designed both to look great on 
your car and to give you a world class user experience.

Tested to the limit and beyond
Like all Thule cargo boxes, Thule Vector has been tested extensively both in real life and in 
the Thule Test Center, a state-of-the-art facility for testing cargo boxes to the extreme. All 
so that you can be confident Thule Vector will carry your load safely and securely wherever 
your travels lead.
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Thule Vector
A cargo box like no other that perfectly pairs   
performance styling with premium features.

Roof Boxes - USP

The most convenient user  
experience    
Thule Vector provides the most convenient user 
experience ever. Everything is considered to be 
easy to use in any situation – whether you are 
mounting the box, loading or unloading or check-
ing your gear in the middle of the night. At every 
step of the way, Thule Vector brings you premium 
functionality.   

A full range of premium features  
The PowerClick quick-mount system ensures a 
fast and secure fitting of the box to the roof rack. 
Thanks to the intuitive SlideLock system, the lid 
automatically locks in place and shows when the 
box is closed securely. Reinforced lid makes for a 
smooth, effortless dual-sided operation and the 
white interior of the lid combined with integrated 
LED-light lets you view your gear at night.

Safety first     
Our number one priority is safety, both for you 
and for others on the road. Thule Vector has been 
rigorously tested, both in the Thule Test Center and 
on the road, ensuring it protects your cargo while 
staying safely on your vehicle. 

Roof Boxes

Thule Vector

Name Thule Vector M Thule Vector L Thule Vector Alpine

SKU Number
613200/613201 613700/613701 613500/613501

 Titan Matt   Black Metallic  Titan Matt   Black Metallic  Titan Matt   Black Metallic

UPC Code/EAN 091021693630/091021464926 091021428928/091021536333 091021950450/091021270947

Max ski capacity 3-5 4-6 4-6

Max length of skis 185 cm 205 cm 200 cm

Max snowboard capacity 3-4 3-5 3-5

Material ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic

Volume 360 L 430 L 380 L

Height 33 cm 35,5 cm 32 cm

Width 88 cm 88,5 cm 88,5 cm

Depth 212 cm 231,5 cm 228 cm

Weight 29 kg 30 kg 30 kg

Load capacity 75 kg 75 kg 75 kg

Warranty 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years

Full trunk access with minimal risk of
contact with the cargo box, thanks to
its forward position on the vehicle roof

An elegant, sporty design with
seamless integration of the lid 
and the base that adds a distinctive
look to any car  

A white-colored interior of the lid 
combined with a LED-light facilitates
loading and unloading at night

SlideLock system with separate locking and opening
functions that automatically locks the lid in place and
shows when the box is closed securely

Easy to mount thanks to the PowerClick
quick-mount system. The integrated
torque indicator clicks when it’s properly
mounted, ensuring fast and secure fitting

A premium interior with integrated lighting and a
felt-lined base for increased gear protection that
enhances the user experience

Reinforced lid makes for a smooth, effortless 
dual-sided opening and closing
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Thule Motion XT
Stylish and spacious roof-mounted cargo box, optimized for ease of use.

Thule Motion XT Titan Glossy

Thule Motion XT Black Glossy

Thule Motion XT
Roof Boxes

Bring it all with ease

When you want to travel fully equipped and leave nothing behind, Thule Motion XT is 
the perfect companion. This family-sized cargo box is made for carrying lots of luggage, 
outdoor gear, and bulky loads, and comes in a broad range of sizes. No matter the scale of 
your adventure, there’s a Thule Motion XT to match your needs.

The box is securely and rapidly mounted to the roof rack with the PowerClick quick-
mount system, updated to also mount to wider roof bars. Its integrated torque indicator 
“clicks” when it’s properly tightened, and the one-handed operation makes it easy to 
securely attach the box to the roof rack. DualSide opening provides easy access to all 
areas of the box, from either side of the vehicle. Thanks to the grip-friendly outer lift handle 
and optimized lid-lifters, the lid opens and closes smoothly, while the SlideLock system 
automatically locks the lid in place as soon as the box has been closed.

Space-effi  cient yet sleek design
Thule Motion XT is not only designed for space effi  ciency and ease of use, but also to 
harmonize with today’s car designs. Its stylish and aerodynamic shape has been optimized 
using advanced computer simulation, reducing the impact on fuel economy and providing 
a quiet ride. Since it is designed to have a forward position on the vehicle roof, Thule Motion 
XT enables full access to the vehicle’s trunk or hatch with minimal risk of contact with the 
cargo box. 

Like all Thule cargo boxes, Thule Motion XT has been tested extensively both in real life and 
in the Thule Test Center, a state-of-the-art facility for testing cargo boxes to the extreme. 
All so that you can be confi dent Thule Motion XT will carry your load safely and securely 
wherever your travels lead.
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Thule Motion XT
Stylish and spacious roof-mounted cargo box,   
optimized for ease of use.

Roof Boxes - USP

Easy to use      
The PowerClick quick-mount system ensures a fast 
and secure fitting of the box to the roof rack, even 
on racks with wider bars. Thanks to the intuitive 
SlideLock system, the lid is safely and properly 
closed before the box is locked with a key. Other 
user-friendly features include supporting lid-lifters 
and DualSide opening. 

Generous load capacity   
Available in 4 sizes, from 300 up to 610 liters, 
Thule Motion XT offers plenty of space and will fit 
nearly any vehicle and any need.

Safety first    
Thule’s number one priority is safety, both for you 
and for others on the road. Thule Motion XT has been 
rigorously tested both in the Thule Test Center and in 
real life, to ensure it carries and protects your cargo 
as well as stays safely on your vehicle. 

Optimized design for best space 
effi  ciency, aerodynamics, and 
vehicle fi t

Full boot access with minimal risk of 
contact with the cargo box, thanks to 
its forward position on the vehicle roof

SlideLock system with separate locking and opening 
functions, automatically locks the lid in place and 
indicates when the box is closed securely

Easy to mount thanks to the extra wide, 
pre-installed PowerClick quick-mount 
system. The integrated torque indicator 
clicks when it’s properly mounted, 
ensuring fast and secure fi tting

Easy to open and close – safe and smooth lid 
opening and closing in all conditions due to grip-
friendly outer handles and supporting lid-lifters

Roof Boxes

Thule Motion XT

Name Thule Motion XT Sport Thule Motion XT M Thule Motion XT L Thule Motion XT XL Thule Motion XT XXL Thule Motion XT Alpine

SKU Number
6296B/6296T 6292B/6292T 6297B/6297T 6298B/6298T 6299B/6299T 6295B/6295T

Black Glossy  Titan Glossy Black Glossy  Titan Glossy Black Glossy  Titan Glossy Black Glossy  Titan Glossy Black Glossy  Titan Glossy Black Glossy  Titan Glossy

UPC Code/EAN 091021351288/091021700888 091021623811/091021426788 091021791664/091021336223 091021914278/091021887794 091021826397/091021643895 091021740068/091021240278

Max ski capacity 3-5 4-6 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7

Max snowboard 
capacity 3-4 3-4 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5

Material ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic

Volume 300 L 400 L 450 L 500 L 610 L 450 L

Height 43 cm 46 cm 44 cm 44 cm 47 cm 35 cm

Width 67,5 cm 86,5 cm 89 cm 91,5 cm 95 cm 95 cm

Depth 189 cm 175 cm 195 cm 215 cm 232 cm 232 cm

Weight 16 kg 17,5 kg 20 kg 23,5 kg 25,5 kg 25 kg

Warranty 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years
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Thule Force XT
Versatile roof-mounted cargo box for everyday use.

Thule Force XT
Roof Boxes

For the year-round active user

Whether heading off  to enjoy your favorite activity or carrying extra gear in everyday life, 
Thule Force XT is a great choice for your needs. This robust cargo box comes in a wide 
range of sizes to fi t every car and every lifestyle. It’s perfect for daily use thanks to its tough 
AeroSkin surface texture and the LockKnob that makes it easier to open and close the box.

Waste no time. The Thule Force XT is easy to mount and take off  your car when not in use. 
The box is securely and rapidly mounted to the roof rack with the PowerClick quick-mount 
system. The integrated torque indicator clicks when it’s properly tightened, while the one-
handed operation off ers convenience when securing the box to the roof rack. DualSide 
opening also gives you quick, hassle-free access to all areas of the box, from either side of 
the vehicle. 

A great blend of form and function
Thule Force XT is designed to carry loads of all sizes and shapes – easily and securely. But 
there’s no compromise on looks with a form that is in harmony with modern car designs. 
The durable AeroSkin material is ideal for handling the demands of everyday use, while still 
looking good for years to come.   

Tested for real life
Like all Thule cargo boxes, Thule Force XT has been tested extensively both in real life and 
in the Thule Test Center, a state-of-the-art facility for testing cargo boxes to the extreme 
and beyond. All so that you can be confi dent Thule Force XT will carry your load safely and 
securely wherever the road takes you. 
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Thule Force XT
Versatile roof-mounted cargo box for everyday use.

Roof Boxes - USP

Wide range of sizes    
Thule Force XT is available in 6 sizes, from 300 to 
500 liters, and fits nearly any vehicle and any need.

Ease of use     
The PowerClick quick-mount system ensures a 
fast and secure fitting of the box to the roof rack. 
Other user-friendly features include DualSide 
opening and a LockKnob that makes it easier to 
operate the box.

Safety first     
Our number one priority is safety, both for you and for 
others on the road. Thule Force XT has been rigorously 
tested, both in the Thule Test Center and on the road, 
ensuring it protects your cargo while staying safely on 
your vehicle. 

Easy to mount thanks to the PowerClick 
quick-mount system. The integrated 
torque indicator clicks when it’s properly 
mounted, ensuring fast and secure fi tting

Comfortable to open and close thanks to the LockKnob that also 
helps to prevent damage to the Thule Comfort Key 

DualSide opening provides easy access to all areas 
of the box, from either side of the vehicle

Maximum space effi  ciency across 
a wide range of vehicle fi ts

Full trunk access with minimal risk of 
contact with the cargo box, thanks to  
its forward position on the vehicle roof

Name Thule Force XT Sport Thule Force XT S Thule Force XT M Thule Force XT L Thule Force XT XL Thule Force XT Alpine

SKU Number
635600 635100 635200 635700 635800 635500

Black Aeroskin Black Aeroskin Black Aeroskin Black Aeroskin Black Aeroskin Black Aeroskin

UPC Code/EAN 091021464803 091021470125 091021391789 091021289185 091021911949 091021086708

Max ski capacity 3-5 N/A N/A 5-7 5-7 3-5

Max snowboard 
capacity 3-4 N/A N/A 3-5 3-5 3-4

Material ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic ABS Plastic

Volume 300 L 300 L 400 L 450 L 500 L 420 L

Height 42,5 cm 39 cm 45,5 cm 46 cm 44 cm 42,5 cm

Width 63 cm 89,5 cm 82 cm 84 cm 86 cm 70 cm

Depth 190 cm 139 cm 175 cm 190 cm 210 cm 230 cm

Weight 14,7 kg 14,3 kg 16,4 kg 18,7 kg 21,3 kg 19,4 kg

Warranty 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years

Roof Boxes

Thule Force XT
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Roof Boxes - Accessories

Thule Box Light
6951 - For best visibility inside your Thule roof 
box. Not compatible with Thule Vector,   
Thule Motion XT and Thule Force XT.

Thule Box Lid Covers
698X - Lid cover to protect the box from 
scratches and dust during storage.

Thule Box Ski Rack Adapters
694X - For safe and protective transportation of 
your skis inside a roof box.

Thule MultiLift
572 - The perfect way to store a roofbox. Works 
just as perfectly for kayaks and surfboards.

Thule GoPack
8002 - The perfect bag for organising the 
roofbox load.

Thule GoPack Set
8006 - Complete four-pack set of bags to make 
the best use of the roofbox space.

Thule T-track Adapters
Fits roof box directly into the T-track of   
the roof rack bar.

Thule One-Key System
4504/4506/4508/4512/4516 - Replace all lock 
cylinders on your Thule products and use the 
same key for all.
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Thule Sweden AB
Box 69, SE-335 04 Hillerstorp, Sweden.
Tel +46 370-255 00, Fax +46 370-229 08.
www.thule.com
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